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THE GENERAC ADVANTAGE

With over 60 years of power innovation, Generac leads the industry by considering power from a unique 
perspective — yours. Support, collaboration and success are the results of partnering with Generac.

PROVEN POWER 
• Generac offers a wide range of durable diesel and gas-powered generator  

solutions, from 8kW to 3.25 MW

• Full mobile line of portfolio solutions for your business, including diesel and gaseous  
generators with prime ratings, light towers, heaters, pumps, water trailers, dust suppression  
systems and professional-grade portable power equipment

NATURAL GAS TECHNOLOGY LEADER
• Generac is the unrivaled leader in gaseous power generation solutions, from  

residential and industrial standby to prime power generation

• Over 2 million natural gas generators installed and active 

STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS EXPERTISE
• Generac delivers innovative and reliable power while simultaneously maintaining compliance with  

ever-changing regulations, codes and industry standards

PEACE OF MIND 
• Generac-pioneered integrated paralleling solutions provide  

redundancy and reduce the chance of failure 

• Generac’s expert field service teams provide support and solutions at a moment’s notice

60 YEARS IN 
BUSINESS

#1 MARKET 
LEADER

500+ ENGINEERS 
ON STA FF

24/7 CUSTOMER 
S U P P O R T

150DOING  
BUSINESS  

IN OVER COUNTRIESEMPLOYEES
5800



TOTAL
SOLUTIONS

We’re with you every 
step of the way

ASSESS
Expert guidance determining

the best con�guration of
equipment for your jobsite

and application

IMPLEMENT
Comprehensive training

for technicians, operators
and administrators

COMMUNICATE
Start to �nish communication,

support and feedback to
optimize your operations

SUPPORT
24/7 access to technical

support and resources, customized
parts and maintenance programs

and a la carte services

BUILD
Equipment built to your

speci�cations, tested and
ready to put into service
when it arrives on-site
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GENERATORS

GASEOUS GENERATORS
By harnessing wellhead gas as fuel, our gaseous generators can minimize emissions issues on oil 
and gas worksites and provide the most cost-effective power available. Generac Mobile gaseous 
generators feature an innovative design that allows users to switch between natural gas (NG), 
liquid propane (LP) and wellhead gas. Generac is the global leader in gaseous power generation.

Scalable Power
Most of our mobile generators come parallel-ready, enabling  
a scalable approach to power – parallel up to 32 units.

Green
Our gaseous generators provide an environmentally sound  
and extremely cost-effective way to power operations.

Fuel Flexibility
Designed to operate on natural gas, liquid propane or wellhead  
gas fuel, Generac Mobile gaseous generators offer ultimate versatility  
and efficiency in power generation.
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DIESEL GENERATORS
Generac Mobile diesel generators are configured to meet your needs, including choice of 
containment, cold weather packages and trailer options. Our generators are manufactured to 
deliver the reliable power you need – when and where you need it.

Selection
Available in a wide range of power nodes, the choice is yours... 
or parallel units for ultimate power scalability.

Versatile
Choose skid-mount or customize your trailer and take power to the most remote work sites.

Customizable
Cold climate? No problem. We can outfit your generator to withstand the coldest weather.
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LIGHT TOWERS

LED LIGHT TOWERS
Generac Mobile’s durable LED lights are long-lasting and backed by a 5-year limited 
warranty. Because they consume minimal power, efficient LED lights cost less to run. 
They also have instant-on LED lights that allow for faster startups and less downtime.

Quality Light
Crisp lighting that remains bright and true for the life of the tower.

Focused
Focused light brightens your work area, not the neighbors.

Efficient
LEDs consume nominal power, keeping your costs lower.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT TOWERS
Our vertical mast and compact light towers have revolutionized industrial mobile 
lighting. Easy to set up, operate and maintain, our light towers provide maximum 
lighting versatility.

Efficient
No engine means no regular maintenance, and Generac® LEDs  
mean you’ll never have to change a bulb again.

Versatile
Use one or LINK two towers together, the linking capability allows for flexibility and 
versatility in lighting events and job sites. Lighting can be powered by utility power, 
another light tower or even a portable generator.

Safe
LINKTower is powered by a standard 120V outlet - there’s  
no engine, no fuel costs or harmful fumes.
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HEATERS

FLAMELESS HEATERS
Flameless heaters provide safe and reliable heat for oil and gas, mining, construction, utility projects 
and more. Generac Mobile’s flameless heat technology delivers heat without an open flame for use in 
hazard zone areas in which ignitable flames may be present. Generac Mobile flameless heaters have 
plenty of room for secure storage of duct and other tools.

Safe
Safe to use in environments and applications where flames are restricted.

Rugged
Withstands harsh environments, providing reliable heat.

Effective
Provides a maximum heat rise of 180 degrees.
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INDIRECT FLAME HEATERS
Designed for optimal performance in the most extreme cold weather environments, our 
indirect flame heaters can be trusted to keep your worksite warm and productive. Indirect 
flame technology produces heat that can be safely ducted into tents, buildings and more.

Durable
Heavy duty steel construction stands up to any environment.

Reliable
Proven performance in some of the most extreme environments in North America.

HYDRONIC SURFACE HEATER

Hydronic heaters are ideal for ground thawing, concrete pours and curing,  
frost prevention and emergency thawing applications.

Dynamic
When every second counts, this tough heater thaws so you can get back to work.
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PUMPS & WATER EQUIPMENT

TRASH PUMPS
Generac Mobile’s trash pumps easily handle solids up to 3 in. (76.2 mm) in diameter, and operate 
for extended run times to ensure that your site is clean and ready for the next phase. These pumps 
feature a durable chassis and an optional sound attenuated enclosure (dry prime only) for quiet 
operation and maximum versatility that can easily go from road construction to neighborhood project.

Powerful
Easily handles water and solids up to 3 inches in diameter.

Durable
Steel roll cage makes these pumps hold up in the roughest conditions.

Quiet
Optional sound attenuated cabinets reduce noise and enhance security.
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WATER TRAILERS & COMBO UNITS
Easy to maneuver and more efficient than traditional water trucks, our heavy-duty water 
trailers can be utilized to support a variety of construction-based projects. Featuring high-
performance engines and powerful pumps, they are tough, reliable and easy to use. With 
2” pumps, 500-gallon tanks, and multiple fill options, Generac Mobile water trailers can be 
trusted to support any project from cement cutting to a variety of landscaping endeavors.

High Capacity
Large tanks provide plenty of water for your projects.

Versatile
Combo units maintain your power, lighting, and water needs for days.

Effective
Powerful pumps deliver water where you need it.
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OTHER PRODUCTS

DUST SUPPRESSION
Generac Mobile dust suppression systems provide a better, more effective way of mitigating dust 
and unhealthy particulates. Our dust suppression systems provide even coverage, minimizing 
wasted water and water puddles. Designed to deliver effective dust reduction for a variety of 
applications, including demolition work, mining, aggregate production, recycling and environmental 
repairs, dust suppression systems also provide effective odor suppression and cooling. Generac 
Mobile offers efficient and effective dust suppression options for jobs big and small.

Simple
Intuitive, easy-to-use design and controls won’t slow you down.

Effective
Innovative design delivers a fine mist to trap fine dust particulates.

Adjustable
Vertical adjustments allow for precision in water coverage.
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GOVERNMENT & MILITARY
As a General Services Administration (GSA) and Sourcewell contract holder, Generac Mobile has a history 
of providing dependable municipal and federal equipment and competitive pricing to municipal and federal 
agencies in the United States and abroad. Our light towers, generators, pumps and combination units have been 
used in recovery efforts across the U.S. and its territories. Our ongoing development of new products continues 
to support the many federal government agencies and branches of the Armed Services across our nation.

Rugged
Engineered and developed to withstand the harshest conditions, these  
American-built products continue to provide reliable power to our military.

Qualified
As a GSA contract holder, product inventory levels are maintained for rapid response.

Compliant
Products meet or exceed requirements of municipal and federal agencies.
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GENERAC PRO

GENERAC PRO PRODUCTS
Generac knows you need tools to maintain your home or commercial exteriors and 
landscapes. That’s why we designed Generac PRO – a complete line of professional-grade 
products designed and engineered specifically for commercial and rental applications.

Powerful Performance
Powered by the heavy-duty Generac G-Force family of engines,  
Generac PRO equipment is designed for even the toughest jobs.

Durable
Tough jobs need equipment built for any circumstance, for regular or rigorous  
use. Generac PRO provides maximum performance with minimal maintenance.

Reliable
Whether it’s an afternoon, weekend, or ongoing job, your machine will be reliable. 
Tungsten carbide, laser-cut steel and high-carbon/high-chromium forged alloy perform 
your heavy-duty needs.
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For more information or to learn more, 
 visit us online or call us at:

800-926-9768

GeneracMobileProducts.com

Generac Mobile Products, LLC 
215 Power Drive, Berlin WI 54923

GeneracMobileProducts.com 
800-926-9768 | +1 920-361-4442
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